ABSTRACT

Indonesia represent a country that rich of medicine crop so that ancestors of our nation could have overcome health problem by simple knowledge for example by exploit ingredients from certain crops. The lack of knowledge and information concern various type of crops that able to be exploited to medicinal treatment become a problem for devotee of medicine crops. Therefore research about exploitation medicine crop was very needed to be conducted so practical benefit from this research able to express knowledge and skill of local society.

The research type used was descriptive research. Population used was crop used as medicine by society in Baraler Village Pantar Barat Subdistrict Alor Regency NTT. Variable researched was crop types. Exploitation way of crop, benefit from each of medicine crop type also parts of crop used as medicine.

Result of this research was crop type used by society in Baraler Village as medicine amount of 73 types consist 39 ethnic groups. The exploitation way of crop was conducted by society in Baraler Village there were 2 kinds namely by medicinal treatment from inner (eat or drink) and medicinal treatment from outer (spreader, plugged, dropped, wrapped and made tenderloin of bathe). Benefit of crop used for medicinal treatment toward several disease among others disease because agent trouble (parasite, bacterial, virus), the disease because metabolic disturbing, the disease because sexuality disturbing, the disease because hormonal disturbing, the disease because bone and hinge disturbing, the disease because skin and hair disturbing also the disease because blood disturbing, venous and immune body system. And a part of crop that beneficial for medicine often be used among others leaf, stem, blossom, root, seed, rhizome, sap, fresh herb. Usage status of medicine crop divides become two that are, singular usage and ingredients usage.